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This correction sheet covers the standardization of the components used on pulling magnet selector plate assemblies.

The 74986 armature bracket screws have been replaced by 8539 screws.
The 125168 eccentric stop screw has been replaced by an 1160 screw.

Three 2034 washers for the 6942 eccentric screw, have been replaced by three 125011 washers.

The 7586 adjusting screw and its associated 7588 adjusting nut has been replaced by a 74724 screw and 112626 nut.

Bulletin 1088 (Issue 2) page 27. The following information applies to the 14 type bases (FB 49-201-214) equipped with the 114949 tape-out contact assembly.

A 76299 spring replaces the 2623 standard spring on Model 14 bases equipped with the 114949 tape-out contact assembly to insure positive unlatching of the locking pawl and operation of the tape-out contacts.

In addition to the above referenced bulletin see correction sheet 620EE, Issue 1, page 6.
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